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The guy wouldn’t take ‘no’ for an answer—or ‘not interested’ or ‘leave me alone’

or even ‘get your effing foot out of the way’. I suppose a less obnoxious salesman

would have long since left the business through natural selection. In any case, who

still sells merchandise door-to-door these days? He sure as hell didn’t look like the

Avon lady.

“Sir, my name is Rex Hammersmith and what I have to offer has to be seen to be

believed.” His short black beard quivered with eagerness. And his foot remained

firmly wedged in the door jamb, preventing me from slamming it in his face—not

for a lack of trying on my part.

At last I relented, although not enough to let him in. “What are you selling?”

His smile looked genuine. “Haptics, sir. Haptics. The science of touch.” I must

have looked blank. “The latest in digital technology. Tactile sensations generated

electronically to simulate the feel of an object that isn’t really there. Pure magic,

some say, conjured into being by the technology of tomorrow—today!”

“So—something to do with smartphones?”

“The very latest phones do indeed use haptic feedback to simulate button presses

and other interactions. However, the product my company makes goes far beyond

that—using the very latest haptic science to simulate an object that I’m sure you’ll

find of great interest to yourself and your significant other, whomever that might

be. I’m not here to judge.”

I rolled my eyes. “And what product is that?”

“Breast forms, sir. Breast forms.” His finger stabbed the air. “By far—by far—the

most advanced and realistic means of simulating the female breast ever devised by

the mind of man. I do not say this lightly, sir, or as a way of bamboozling you into

making a purchase. It is no less than the literal truth: once installed, the Amozena

Haptic Breast cannot—cannot, I say—be distinguished from a real breast by any

means short of an x-ray. Or a cat scan, of course—which I would not advise, by

the way, as it would burn out the circuitry inside the product.”

My brain switched off. “I, uhm… really don’t need a product like that.”

I must not have sounded very convincing. A sly grin rolled across his face. “Come

now, sir. I think we both know better. Whether or not it reaches the level of ‘need’

is debatable, I’ll admit. But I’d bet the farm—if I owned a farm—that you will

indeed want this product. Just give me five minutes.” He patted his satchel.
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My mouth went dry. How could he possibly know? I had always been careful to

the point of paranoia not to get caught. I drew the curtains before changing, I

never left the house before dusk—and I was certain I could pass as a woman from

behind the wheel of my car. Just a lucky guess on his part?

I opened the door, feigning indifference. “Okay, five minutes.”

We stepped into the living room. He sat on the couch, popped his bag open on the

coffee table and took out a box printed with a faded line drawing of the female

breast. I stood by the front window and drew the curtains. It was a workday and

my condo complex was almost deserted, but still—don’t take chances.

Rex opened the box. “Et voilà! I give you the Amozena Haptic Breast.” He held

up what appeared to be a standard silicone breast form. I’d seen enough pictures

to know that it appeared to be a quality product: teardrop-shaped, tapering on one

side for extra padding under the arm, with a realistic areola and nipple.

“Note the skin tone,” he said, lifting it to catch the light like a precious gem. “The

surface is a faithful reproduction of human skin, right down to the pores, and we

guarantee to match the customer’s own coloring. You’ll also note the sway.” He

placed the breast on his palm, gently shifting it back and forth. “Firm, yet with the

same density and structural integrity as the female breast. The weight and the

precise shape can also be calculated to harmonize with the wearer’s chest.”

I found my voice. “It’s very nice, but I’m—”

He lifted a finger. “Note the delicate way that the product tapers at the edges. This

is to allow the breast to blend seamlessly with the wearer’s body. Between color-

matching and a physically natural shape, no one could possibly discern that you

are in fact wearing a prosthetic breast—and that includes your feminine alter ego,

my friend, standing in front of a mirror admiring her new figure!”

The breath sighed out of me. “H—how could you tell?”

“That you cross-dress? It’s nothing, really. We’re trained to look for minor details

that might indicate an interest in such matters. One’s stance, an inflection of the

voice… microexpressions like the arch of an eyebrow, the play of muscles around

the nose and mouth. No one else could have guessed, I assure you.”

I nodded, still feeling faintly queasy. I wasn’t used to speaking with someone who

knew my awful secret. I know it isn’t ‘awful’ the way some secrets can be, but

that’s how I’d always characterized it, at least to myself.

Rex continued his pitch. “I hear you asking yourself—” He paused. “By the way,

might I know your name? You already know mine.”

I bit my lip. He could look it up easily enough. “Milo. Milo Overhart.”
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“Of course. Mr. Overhart—Milo, if I may? I hear you asking yourself, how is this

item any different from any of the other high-quality breast forms currently on the

market?” He nodded sagely. “I thought the same thing when I first encountered

this product. And while we’re at it, what’s all this about haptics?”

I found myself drifting toward the man—or the breast form, which amounted to

the same thing. My feet dragged across the carpet. The guy wasn’t wrong; it was

like he was reading my mind.

Rex stroked the surface of the breast. “This isn’t simply a proprietary blend of

silicone and latex nanoparticles designed to mimic the appearance of human skin.

The topmost layer, as well as the underside that comes in contact with your chest,

are what we call an intelligent surface. It’s full of tiny micromachines—not made

of metal, of course. Softer materials that blend surprisingly well with the silicone

and latex that form the bulk of the material.”

He held the breast higher, as if daring me to find fault with its appearance.

Hesitantly, I felt the surface myself. It was soft and yielding, if rather cold.

“It takes twenty minutes or so to warm up to body temperature,” Rex said, again

reading my mind, “as it’s being worn, of course. The exterior is covered with tiny

sensors. When I touch the breast like so—” He ran his finger across the surface,

spiraling around the areola. “The sensors track that motion, including the direction

and even the downward pressure I exert.”

“That’s amazing.” I was starting to see where this was headed.

“The back, in contrast, is inset with miniature haptic manipulators. They’re able to

push and pull on the surface, even slightly deform it—in such a way as to make it

feel as though it’s moving. You see where I’m going with this?”

I nodded. If this thing could deliver on what he said… ohmygod.

“Any touch on the upper surface is mapped directly onto the base, and thereby

transmitted to the wearer’s skin. This makes it feel as though the surface of the

Haptic Breast is your own skin. In fact, experiments have shown that it doesn’t

take the brain long—perhaps as little as ten minutes—to retrain itself to view the

new breast as part of its own body. Need I emphasize how revolutionary that is?”

I shook my head. My mouth felt like the Sahara.

“There’s more.” Rex flipped the breast over and pointed to the middle. “You see

that little hole? It’s for your nipple. As I said earlier, the Haptic Breast is custom-

made to precisely match the wearer’s chest—meaning that the fit is so tight that

your nipple slides right into the pocket. Getting it lined up right can be a bit tricky,

but it also ensures that the breast as a whole is properly positioned.”
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I studied the back of the breast form. It was covered by a myriad of tiny dots, like

goose bumps on the skin-like surface. “Does it matter? If it’s off by a little bit? It’s

not like anyone would notice.”

Rex chuckled. “It matters. You see, inside that cavity are some special haptic

manipulators that faithfully reproduce even the softest touch here—” He caressed

the female nipple. “—on your own nipple. Amazing, yes? But wait—there’s more.

In addition to the sense of touch, several tiny electrodes deliver a mild electrical

stimulus. Women often mention experiencing a ‘buzz’ or a pleasurable ‘jolt’ when

their nipple is tweaked, and this feature provides exactly that.” A smirk followed.

“With more touching, the nipple even engorges somewhat—aaaand the ‘jolt’ you

receive becomes a little more… shall we say, noticeable.”

Hell, I was sold. “So, uhm… there’s a battery inside?”

“Glad you asked. There is a battery, as well as the logic circuitry that acts as a go-

between for the sensors and the haptic manipulators. It’s located in a small capsule

at the center of the breast. In practice, you’ll never know it’s there. However—”

His finger rose. “—this does bring up the issue of recharging. The item requires

very little power, so the battery should last longer than you’re likely to need it;

perhaps as many as three days.” He moved the box to where I could see inside.

“Note how the recessed area perfectly matches the shape of the breast. That’s to

help the breast keep its shape, but it also serves as a recharging base. Simply place

the breast face-down in the cavity—when you’re not wearing it, of course—and

the battery will automatically recharge. The product comes with a power cord.

One end plugs in here, like so—” He inserted the cord into a female power socket

on the side of the box. “—and the other into any wall socket. Simple.”

“You guys really thought of everything.”

“The fellows in the lab did. I can’t take the credit myself.”

“I guess it comes with some kind of glue? And a solvent as well?”

“Ah, you anticipate me, sir—Milo.” He stroked the underside of the breast. “No

glue is required. In fact, we strongly recommend that you not use glue, as it would

damage the surface—not to mention invalidate the warranty.” He chuckled. “I see

you’re puzzled. Let me explain. The breast form adheres to the body by bonding

electrically to the wearer’s skin. That may sound serious, but it isn’t. The bond

lasts only as long as the power supply. That’s a safety feature, by the way. When

the battery dies, the breast will come off—so you’ll never get stuck with it. The

opposite is also true, of course: when the power is on, trying to remove the breast

would damage your skin. Rather badly, I’m afraid. But in practice that’s never

even come close to happening. The product is very safe.”
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I sank onto the couch next to him, my legs rubbery. “Do you have to wait for the

battery to die? I don’t see an ON switch anywhere.”

“Again you anticipate me.” He pulled out his phone. “This product comes with an

app that serves as the user interface.” He tapped a breast-shaped icon. “Note the

ON/OFF button. Once you’ve properly positioned the breast, simply tap to lock it

in place. When you wish to remove the breast, tap the button again. Should you

lose your phone in the meantime—then yes, you’d have to wait for the battery to

run down. Like I said, that might take a few days. Still, how often does that

happen, eh? The app is keyed to the purchased product, by the way, but you can

always download a replacement from your account on our website.”

I swallowed hard. It felt like the fabulous future we’ve all been waiting for had

finally arrived, and all I could think of was—how much is it gonna cost?

“It’s not apparent now, but you’ll notice that the button is bright red while you’re

positioning the breast. Then, as soon as the nipple slides into place and the base is

set firmly against your skin, with no gaps, the button turns green. Once the lock is

established, the button turns blue. You see the advantage?” He placed the breast

form on the back of his hand. “It slides around easily until you find the right fit.

Oh, and here’s a tip: rub a few drops of baby oil on your nipple, before applying

the breast form. That’ll help it slip into the hole. Needless to say, your chest

should be clean and dry before using the product. Being hairless isn’t strictly

necessary, but the less hair you have, the better contact you’ll get.”

“Yeah, I… don’t have much hair down there. Or anywhere, really.”

He nodded. “Very few of our customers do.”

“I suppose not.” I paused. “How much?”

He pulled out a price sheet. Everything he’d mentioned was part of the standard

package, including a customized fitting and skin tone match. The only difference

was that larger cup sizes cost more. I chose a C-cup, since I wasn’t the biggest guy

in the world and above all else I wanted to look like a genuine woman.

“Wise choice, my friend. Trust me, carting around a couple of double-Ds day after

day gets old fast. I’ve heard the stories.” He filled in an online sales slip.

I was getting fidgety. The price was surprisingly affordable—not much more than

you’d pay online for one of the top-of-the-line brands. And he hadn’t said a word

about shipping. “How long will it take to get here?”

“About ten minutes. Please pop your shirt off, I need to get a color measurement.”

He produced a tricorder-like device from his satchel and plugged in a wand that

looked like a cheap microphone. I pulled my sweatshirt off.
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“Did I hear you right—ten minutes? Did you mean days?”

“Nope, minutes. We’ve got a truck in the area. I just have to call ‘em. Hold still.”

He pressed the wand to my chest and studied the readout. “Reflectance… dermal

color spectrum…” He pressed a button and moved the wand to another location,

then another, moving in a circle around the nipple. Then he shifted to the other

nipple. “No reason not to get separate readings for both, just in case.”

“You travel around with a truck full of breast forms? It must be huge, with all the

different colors, sizes and shapes you’ve got on offer.”

He shook his head. “Like I said, everything’s custom-made to spec. The truck’s

loaded with parts and raw materials, and a fancy 3D printer to put ‘em all together.

Hold still again.” He pulled what appeared to be a video camera from the satchel

and aimed it at my chest. It buzzed and a thin beam of crimson light flickered

side-to-side across my torso. He fiddled with the settings, then changed the angle

and repeated the process, humming softly to himself.

“What on earth was that?”

“Lidar scanner. Uses a pulsed laser to determine position and range of the target.

When I upload the data to the server, it builds a 3D model of your chest and feeds

that info into the fabricator.” He threw me a sly glance. “What’d you think I meant

when I said the fit is one hundred percent customized?”

I blinked, staring at him. Was this really happening? Ten minutes?

Rex returned to his phone and finalized the sales form. “Okay, it’s done. The truck

is on its way. How would you like to pay?” In a daze, I handed over my credit

card. With that settled, he returned the equipment to his satchel and sat back.

“If you don’t mind my asking,” I said, “how the heck can you make much money

selling breast forms door-to-door?”

He chuckled. “Oh, you’d be surprised how many men have an interest in this sort

of thing. There’s hardly a street, ya know? We also sell to women, of course. Not

just those who’ve had a breast removed. Quite a few ladies feel that what they’ve

got is too small, and full customization is a godsend.”

“Yeah, I guess. But still, you’d think—”

“How many people do you suppose ever bought a vacuum cleaner from one of

those poor sods who sold ‘em door-to-door? Or a set of encyclopedias? Not many,

I bet. On a good day maybe they’d hit double digits. But it was enough to make it

worth their while, and it’s the same with me.”

“Must be tough.” Belatedly, I remembered my manners. “Can I get you a drink?”
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“No time. The truck should be here by now.” He glanced at his watch, then got up

and went to the front door. I followed; there was a rainbow-colored van pulling up

to the curb. A blond man with a stubby beard emerged from the back.

“He’s blocking the fire hydrant.”

“Won’t be there long.” Rex accepted delivery of twin boxes much like the one in

his satchel, waved his thanks, then turned and passed the boxes to me. “You, sir,

are now the proud owner of a pair of fully customized Amozena Haptic Breasts.

One for the left, one for the right, as marked on the box—and on the underside of

each breast form, as you’ll see. That’s your left and right, by the way.”

With that, he was on his way. The van left and Rex crossed the street to knock on

the door of an elderly couple who encouraged their dog to poop anywhere but in

their own yard. Good luck with that, I thought, closing the door softly.

Then I turned and flew into my bedroom.

*

I stripped off my clothes. Hell, I’d been planning to dress anyway later on, so why

not? I’d taken the day off work, my on-and-off girlfriend was out of town visiting

her parents, so what was I waiting for—an invitation from the White House?

I opened the boxes, grabbed my phone and worked through the account setup on

the company’s website. I provided the registration numbers from each box and

downloaded the control app. Amazingly, everything worked.

As instructed, I baby-oiled my nipples. I swear they were hardening at the thought

of what was to come, but it was probably my imagination. My hands shook as I

applied the first breast to my chest. Like the guy said, it slid around easily until the

nipple slipped into the hole in the middle. I arranged the pointy end of the teardrop

under my arm, smoothed out the edges—and the app’s ON button switched from

red to green. I took a deep breath, held it, tapped the phone.

My chest tingled—not just with anticipation. It was already hard to tell where my

skin ended and the breast form began; it really did look real. Hesitantly, I touched

the surface—and felt the tip of my finger tracing a line up and over the tip of my

new breast, the nipple tingling in response.

Mind, blown. Hurriedly, I installed the second breast on my chest. With both

buttons on the phone glowing blue, I ran my hands over what was now a female

bosom, marvelling how every inch of it felt like my own skin. Staring wide-eyed

at my reflection, I realized that my brain had already altered its programming—

and its self-image. The Haptic Breasts were effectively part of my body.
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I didn’t waste any time getting dressed. A 

gaff and a pair of pattern panties concealed 

my less-than-impressive manhood, then a 

long-line bra to support my new best friends 

and compress my waist. I stopped to paint 

my nails, then slid my legs into sheer black 

stockings. I’d shaved my legs earlier that day, 

along with the rest of my body, in anticipation 

of the evening ahead. I fastened the garters 

dangling from the base of the bra, front and 

back, then shimmied into a black silk slip 

that shook out just above of my knees.

The difference was astonishing. My boyish 

figure had always had been simple enough 

to feminize, by cinching in my waist and 

perhaps padding my hips, but this time it 

looked, and more importantly felt, utterly 

different—even without the hip pads.

I ran my hands down my sides, then up to the 

twin peaks jutting proudly out of my chest. 

“Oh… jesus.” For the first time in my life, 

my body felt completely female. I rubbed the 

tips gently. A brief surge of pleasure flooded out

from the exposed nipples. My brain had been retrained.

I unzipped the garment bag hanging in my closet and, after a moment’s thought,

pulled out my favorite cocktail dress. It was a sleeveless black sheath with a floral

pattern rendered in rose red, with a scoop neckline and shoulders just wide enough

to hide the spaghetti straps of my brassiere. I stepped through the opening, worked

it up over my hips and shoulders, and reached back to urge the zipper closed.

A pair of black-velvet pumps with pointy toes completed the outfit. I buckled the

ankle straps, then stood up and minced to the closet. Three-inch heels added just

enough height for me to reach the box on the top shelf. In it I found my crowning

glory: a brunette human-hair wig with wavy sixteen-inch tresses.

There’s no time to waste when you’re this close to turning into a woman. I bound

my own short hair under a nylon cap, then painted my hairline with an ‘ultra hold’

acrylic adhesive. The odor’s a bit much, but it doesn’t last long. I drew the wig

over my head, settled it along my hairline and smoothed down the edges, taking

extra care to position and conceal the lace front.
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I gave my head a shake, finger-combed my new tresses, then carefully brushed my

hair into its usual loose style. Relief sighed out of me. Myla’s back.

I kept my cosmetics in a locked box, in the bottom drawer of my dresser. I moved

the tray to a small vanity table, set up my portable makeup mirror, and pulled up a

stool. I didn’t need to do a lot; my face had never been overly masculine to begin

with and I shaved closely as a matter of habit. I also kept my brows trimmed, not

quite enough to draw undue attention, and cleansing and moisturizing were part of

my daily routine. A light foundation sufficed to provide a womanly glow, and I

added enough blusher to bring out my cheekbones.

After that, I concentrated on the eyes and mouth. I went easy on eye shadow, with

just enough liner and mascara to call attention to those lovely green eyes. I wanted

to look one hundred percent real, and real girls don’t overdo it. For contrast, I

chose a deep red for my lips: a fiery all-day liquid lipstick from stila. It did make

my mouth the focus of my look, but that’s what I wanted.

I had managed to snag my mother’s favorite necklace before Dad donated the rest

of her things, and it was this that I clipped around my neck. It was a simple chain

of mahogany-red beads, but it reminded me of the strong resemblance we shared

from photos of her as a young woman—and that Myla truly was her daughter.

‘Stunning’ was the only word I could find. It danced through my mind as I tidied

my hair and drew a languid finger across one cheek, with a woman staring back.
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Her lips parted. “You look amazing,” she whispered. I’d recently found a pair of

beaded clip-ons to match the necklace, so I added those plus a gold ring and a

bracelet I was fond of. I finished with a quick spritz of Miss Doir to my wrists and

throat. With that, the transformation was complete.

And yet… something ineffable about my image had changed; a feeling I struggled

to put into words. Again I ran my hands over my hips, ostensibly smoothing the

fabric of my dress, then up past the flat of my abdomen to stroke the underside of

my bust. I could feel the grip of my brassiere, every inch of it—and when I paused

to take notice, I sensed a slow burn of subtly enlarged teats from the tickle of satin

that accompanied every move I made.

My body was female; that was the difference. My mind knew it all came down to

a boatload of high-tech sensors and haptic manipulators—and a sweet trickle of

electricity—but my brain needed no further convincing. These breasts were a part

of me. My lips twisted into a tight smile. Welcome to the twenty-first century,

babe. It took it’s time getting here, but this was worth the wait. To hell with flying

cars; I’d take a pair of Haptic Breasts any day.

I packed a handbag and threw on a white bolero with lace sleeves. It wasn’t even

dinner time yet—earlier than I’d ever been outside before—but that didn’t seem to

matter. I was certainly capable of passing as a woman, and if any of my nosy

neighbors happened to see a girl lock my front door and pocket the key—screw

‘em. If anyone ever bothered to ask, my sister was in town.

As for what I might do… already, as I doused the lights and approached the door

with eager steps, I knew that simply driving around town wouldn’t be enough. Not

this time. I’d been working on a female voice for months and it was time to put it

to the test, along with my womanly mannerisms. I knew how to smile pretty, I

knew how to walk and move my body with feminine grace, and I knew what to do

when a guy offers to buy you a drink. I also knew of a few upscale cocktail bars

around town. High time to pick one and go with the flow.

Time for Myla to stop pretending, and be a woman.

E P I L O G

Rex Hammersmith hauled himself into the back of the truck and collapsed onto a

padded bench. “I’m beat,” he said, his whole body sagging. “There just aren’t

enough of these freaks around to make this worthwhile.”

The blond man glanced up from his computer. “Bite your tongue, dude. Don’t let

our three-term prez hear ya say that. He’ll roast your butt in a single tweet.”
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Rex shrugged. “Sure, it’s his pet project now. How long’s that gonna last?”

“Hey, it ain’t all bad. Your last sale is on the move. Clear across town, last time I

checked. Guess he couldn’t wait to dress up and take her out for a spin.”

“He’ll be easy to round up, when the time comes.”

“Copy that. Wish I could see the dude’s face when the app stops working and the

tits still won’t come off—like, two weeks later. I know you tell ‘em three days, so

he’ll be freakin’ out by then for sure.” A wistful look crossed his face. “Kinda

makes me wish we could take ‘em down sooner. Seems wrong they get to enjoy

the product for—what, another nine or ten months?”

“Agh, let him have his fun.” Rex stretched out on the bench, bracing himself as

the van pulled into traffic. “He’ll be jammed up in a labor camp soon enough.”

“Can’t wait.” He consulted his screen. “GPS hasn’t budged in half an hour. Who

knows what kinda sick shit he’s gettin’ into by now.” He shut down the app and

closed his laptop. “I hear one camp’s goin’ into the old strip mine up-state. The

coal’s long gone and the site’s in remediation, so it’s perfect. Ain’t far from where

I grew up, either. Figure I might try to catch on as a guard.”

“Sounds like a plan.” Rex closed his eyes and imagined himself sent to the camp,

clearing away rocks, laying topsoil and tending to the forest that would one day

rise from the ashes. How did the old quote go? First they came for the Socialists

but I wasn’t one of them so I didn’t speak up. Then they came for the union guys

but I wasn’t one of them either. Then they came for the Jews but I wasn’t

Jewish—and then they came for me, but there was no one left to say boo.

He sighed. History repeats, first as tragedy, then as farce. This time around? They

came for the gays, but I wasn’t one of them; then they came for the lesbians, same

deal. Then they came for the cross-dressers…

Rex found himself sweating. Bunged up in a barracks, nothing to wear but a pair

of dirty overalls and an endless supply of tighty-whities, with eleven other guys

who’d rather be traipsing around in lingerie, high heels and a cocktail dress—and

with nothing to do but garden. He couldn’t live like that; he just couldn’t.

He resolved to grow his beard—longer. Like, really long. No one with much facial

hair was ever suspected of being one of them, and the more hair the safer he’d be.

He turned to where the blond man was rooting through the mini-fridge. “Toss me

one of them beers, will ya? I got some serious forgetting to do.”  �


